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Welcome to Messenger Bot Marketing with Jeremias “JMan” Maneiro. If you’d like 
the short and exciting backstory of who we are CLICK HERE.  
  
Objective: Introduce you to conversational marketing and demonstrate how we 
can exceed client’s expectations every time by providing immediate response to all 
of their inquiries while adding value and building better relationships.  
  
History Of Messaging: We have come a long way since the smoke signal. Did you 
know that email was introduced in 1971? Why do we still believe that this is the 
best way to communicate with today’s modern consumer? It was until it wasn’t, 
until right now. Now you will know better.  
  
What Is A Messenger Bot? A bot is a generalized term used to describe any 
software that automates a task. Chatbots, which anyone can now build into 
Facebook Messenger, automates conversation, at least the beginning stages of it 
and adds a personal touch because you build it out.  
   
WHY? It’s where the people already are. There are 1.3 Billion people on Messenger 
alone with another 2 Billion on What’s App (bot coming soon). You may know some 
of these people and they may know you and would love the opportunity to have a 
conversation about real estate in where you are able to demonstrate your 
knowledge and expertise.  
  
This is not like to traditional sales “Conversion Funnel” where salespeople try to 
close deals. You want to have quality conversations where the prospect picks YOU.   
  
When comparing 10k visitors into a chat bot vs a website funnel, there are actually 
35X the conversions happening. Its permission based. They come in because you 
offered them something of value and then you ask permission to keep in 
communication but only to talk about the things or subject matter that they 
inquired about. You are then a valuable source in the information gathering stage 
of their journey to homeownership. The ZMOT or Zero Moment of Truth is the 2-24 
months (NAR Research) where they gather information about the process BEFORE 
they ever call a Realtor®.  
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Is this just a FAD? Yes, totally. Like pockets on pants and the internet. 
SERIOUSLY THOUGH.  No, it’s not just the shiny penny that is cool to talk about. It 
is really in its infancy for real estate and you are getting in on the ground floor 
(finally).  
  
2 Billion People on What’s App, 1.3 Billion on Messenger & 1.2 Billion people on 
WeChat (#1 way that people communicate in China).  
  
WHO IS IT FOR? People that want happy clients, but it can also work well for real 
estate schools, board offices, Brokerages, etc. It will work for anyone that might 
possibly have a consumer on social media or group messaging in some way. I 
suppose that that might mean every business or service provider in the multiverse.  
  
Where? The preferred service provider and industry leader is ManyChat. Now, you 
can create some automated responses inside Facebook, but it is limited in its 
abilities and Manychat is like The Superhero of messaging that is only limited by 
your imagination.  
  
Tell Me About Your Dream Home In this messenger flow, we have created a 
conversation with a potential home buyer and are asking all the right questions to 
not only get them setup on an automated search but also qualify them to see if 
they are working with a Realtor® and have been pre-approved, want to know about 
the market and overall want to see how awesome you are without ever having to 
pick up the phone.  
  
What kind of buyer? It is so important to give the resources that they desire so 
in this flow we are trying to filter through who they are as a buyer and then only 
provide the resources that they are looking for. Again, ROCKSTAR STATUS.  
  
Seller? Have you ever had a home equity estimate? This is the first question that 
we ask them to pique their interest. What is that, you say? You might call it a CMA 
or Comparative Market Analysis. We ask them all the right questions and pull their 
property info automatically (like magic) so we have all the information that we need 
to provide them with a very robust report that we will make within 24 hours in RPR 
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(Realtor® Property Resource), Cloud CMA or whatever your favorite CMA Platform 
is.   
  
TAKE ACTION TODAY!  Let us show a bot flow served in three different ways. We 
have set up a bot gallery (for demonstration purposes) that you can interact with 
yourself. We have found that people do things in different ways depending on their 
techxpertise and what they feel comfortable with, so it makes sense to give them 
options  
  
1. Keyword- You can send the keyword “Bot Gallery” by sending a message to 
JMan Speaks or copy and paste http://www.facebook.com/JManSpeaks. The 
keywords could also have been setup as a keyword trigger for comments on any 
post for the page.  
  
2. QR Code-Do you remember when QR codes were all the rage and the cool 
kids had to have them? Well, they are back. Use a QR code scanner to scan the 
screen or you could print it on marketing materials.   
  
3. URL also known as Websites- I like to set up sub domain names within my 
URL that forward to the URL for any specific flow. In this example 
http://Bot.JManSeminars.com will take you right to the messenger bot gallery that 
I have set up within messenger. YES, it is meant to take you to Facebook (don’t be 
alarmed).  
  
KEYWORDS ARE BY FAR OUR FAVORITE, but we should all have options 
so here is a list of 10 more ways to get them into your bot.  
  
But First: Lets brainstorm some keywords that we can use with real 
estate.  
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________  
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What if you are NOT into social media? First of all, what do you mean? You  
aren’t into social media? That is like saying you are not into showing houses or 
going to networking events or breathing oxygen, but we will leave that conversation 
for another day. We still have options if maybe your clients aren’t into social media.  
  
Omni Channel Marketing-You can communicate with Manychat through 
messenger, SMS (text) and also email. Pretty awesome, Right?  
  
Let’s Try It! You can text the keyword “OpenHouse” to 256-273-8536 to receive 
an open house flow or “COVID” to receive a COVID Questionnaire  
  
When Can I? Right now, there’s no tomorrow!!! (In Van Halen’s voice). You can 
create a FREE account with ManyChat but we would recommend that you go PRO 
$10/month to have all the features that we have demonstrated.  
  
Once you have created your account. There are some free training videos on getting 
started Here or https://manychat.com/video-course.   
  
On the bottom of your account there is a template icon that has three templates 
that are a great way to get started for you as a real estate agent. You can install 
the templates and then basically fill in the blanks.  
  
If you have any questions as you embark on your Messenger bot journey, then  
please feel confident in messaging us on our page https://m.me/JManSpeaks  Or 
our personal messenger https://m.me/JManSells  
  
THANK YOU FOR BEING A PART OF OUR SESSION TODAY AND WE LOOOK 
FORWARD TO SEEING ALL OF THE AWESOMENESS THAT YOU CREATE.  
  

	
About		Jeremias	“JMan”	Maneiro		
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I quite often joke that my speaking career began when I was 8 years old when I was the ring 
announcer for my third-grade elementary school circus but it’s mostly true. It was that first 
public speaking experience that started me down the path to be the speaker that I am today. It 
wasn’t for the reasons that most people might think, however. It was the happiness we were 
able to bring to people in that moment and knowing we were able to have a positive effect on 
their life. It’s the same reason we chose real estate as a career and decided to become a 
speaker/trainer. We are not just a “tech trainer”, we are here to make a difference in your life 
and effect real change in the industry.   

We believe that every human being has the ability to learn and adapt new technology into their 
business. It doesn’t matter their age, their “generation” or how tech savvy they perceive 
themselves to be. The old adage that you can’t teach old dog’s new tricks is false because this 
young cat has some old tricks up his sleeve. I will help you get out of your own way.   

I am a boat rockin’ outside the boxin’, video influencing,  social media mastering, fear crushin’, 
perspective swappin’, quality of life enhancing, virtual Emceeing, Global Online Presenting 
,International Speaker Of The Universe.  

If you are looking for just another tech trainer, I AM NOT THE 

ONE. Virtual Emcee Defined-https://youtu.be/Wfh2OhG8ock  

Favorite	Quote		
Impossible is just a big word thrown around by small men who find it easier to live in the world they’ve 

been given than to explore the power they have to change it.  

Impossible is not a fact. It’s an opinion.  

Impossible is not a declaration. It’s a dare.  

Impossible is potential.  

Impossible is temporary.  

Impossible is nothing.  


